
At the present time, the population of some countries includes a relatively large number of 
young adults, compared with the number of older people.

Do the advantages of this situation outweigh the disadvantages?

The rate of the young generation in some countries has dramatically increased. Due to this, 
the number of young people is more than old-ones in these countries. Although there are a 
lot of benefits for countries such as the youth young workforce, I completely believe that 
disadvantages of it are more.

One of the most important advantages of the a young generation is the efficient and viable 
workforce who are full of energy and most of them are ambitious and make an effort to 
change countries ‘policy in the best way, which results in a powerful economic economy for 
countries. On the other hand, when the percentage of young citizens has increased, they are 
confronted with significant problems like a lack of opportunities to find job. In the simple 
words, it is a very hard work task for governments to provide careers work for all of them. A 
common cause of job shortage is that the growing growth of the crime rate, consequently, it 
has enormous side effects on countries’ cultures. 

In the second argument, it is obvious that old people have valuable job and life experiences 
which are achieved in all of aspects and they have free flow of information compared to 
young-ones. Because of them, they can tackle problems efficiently in the a variety of 
situations. In addition, the more young citizens need the more educational schemes. By 
lacking of the elderly who are professional, the young face a lot of issues which they may not 
be able tocannot cope withthem.

By way of conclusion, although, the rate of the old population compared to the young-ones in 
some countries over the world has considerably dropped, I completely believe that the 
negative effects of this phenomenon are more andmuch more than the meritspositive of 
them. These countries should spent spend a lot of money for providing young people with 
suitable facilities which they need during their life .


